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THE HESPERIDES STADIUM IGNITES FOR HANS-DIETER DREHER
The big class of the day, the Prix JW Marriott Cannes took place late evening in front of packed stands. The initial round in this 1.50m class with a jump-off was 
made up of 13 obstacles and 16 jumping efforts, course builder Grégory Bodo designed a track that was “flowing, fairly basic,  with one or two testing questions 
like n°5 the double of verticals the length of the stands, or the choice of strides to take in the last line, a vertical – oxer – vertical” and forecasted ten or so 
reaching the jump-off out of the 37 on the start-list. And the director was right.

Nine competitors battled to try and take the title of the day. First to go, Belgium’s Pieter Devos, who was still heading the Longines Global Champions Tour 
(LGCT) circuit before the Hamburg stage, faced the difficult task of going first but set the tone with a fast clear, crossing the finishing line in 36.40sec riding 
Jade v. Bisschop. That was without counting on the menacing Hans-Dieter Dreher (GER),  who stopped the clock at 35.38sec, a second faster than his Belgian 
opponent, claiming victory on Berlinda with whom he’s enormous complicity : “I’m very very happy! I was delighted with my first round and with my mare I had 
an incredible jump-off, we were faster despite slightly stumbling in one corner. It’s perhaps my weekend, I’ve only jumped clear rounds up to now and we’re 
in the lead with the New York Empire team in the Global Champions League. We’ll see tomorrow ”. Olivier Philippaerts (BEL) and Cigaret JVH Z with a time of 
37.14sec completed the podium.

A little earlier, the 1.45m Prix E.Leclerc played out against the clock. Drawn fourth to jump, Sweden’s Evelina Tovek on Winnetou de la Hamente Z fixed the tempo 
(64.05sec) for her rivals. But, as dusk approached, the winner of the previous day was waiting in ambush ! 35th to go, Emanuele Gaudiano (ITA) with his mare 
Carlotta 232 left the ring having dropped the clock by more than 4 seconds (60.03sec) suggesting to the last riders left to jump that the class was already won. 
Giving it all, Ireland’s Shane Breen riding Colmar didn’t manage to catch the rider from the other side of the Alps, but he did manage to insert himself between 
the latter and the Scandinavian by stopping the clock at 62.18sec. The Italian, satisfied with his second victory this weekend, declared with a smile : “my mare 
is extremely fast and normally when she is clear, she wins!”.

During the day, CSI1* riders competed in their respective Grand Prix’s over an initial first round, with competitors who jumped clear returning to the ring for a 
jump-off against the clock in order to decide the final placings.

In the 1.15m Prix GBS Sellier, France’s Chiara Stagliano and Melissa Potrais both set off with the bit between their teeth and their foot to the floor, finishing their 
rounds in the same second and taking 1st and 2nd places respectively with Aubade du Faget and Dylano W. Great-Britain’s Imogen Beecroft, 3rd yesterday, proved 
that she has definitely mastered the Cannes arena, and again completed the podium with Roscoe’s Amour.

There was a turnaround in the 1.30m Prix Cannes Riviera, when the previous day’s winner Ignace Philips (BEL), known for being difficult to beat in jump-off 
classes, found himself on the sidelines of the 2nd round with a pole on the floor. This left the door wide open for yesterday’s outsiders, Charlotte Slosse/Uzel de 
Kens (FRA) stole the show in front of Claire Beecroft/Vanda Cartier (GBR), while local rider Mélanie Lemoine Jondet completed the top trio partnering Cornetta 17.

It was a match between France and Switzerland which ultimately took place in the 1.40m Prix Hubside. The three home nation riders who returned to the ring 
for the jump-off didn’t manage to dethrone yesterday’s winner, Switzerland’s Jane Richard Philips. She dominated riding Kenia van ‘ T Laerhof, in front of Mélanie 
Lemoine Jondet/Ellington JSX, Patrice Planchat/Ti Amo Tuiliere and Frédéric Lagrange/Althea du Pre Guioley.

Tomorrow, the third and final day of the event, sees the second round of the Global Champions League presented by MTPA Constance Hôtels - Air Mauritius as 
well as the phenomenal Longines Global Champions Tour Grand Prix de la Ville de Cannes presented by Volvo. The team conclusion will take place from 6pm 
onwards whilst the best thirty-five riders who have succeeded in qualifying for the 1.60m Grand Prix will take the start at 9.30pm in the magnificent Hespérides 
arena. Great sport and a great atmosphere guaranteed !

Times, start-lists and results on : bit.ly/LGCTCannes-timing

Photos can be downloaded on this link : https://we.tl/t-K6d9eMGnju
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